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Abstract 

Dental caries is one of the most common chronic diseases that affect human teeth. It often initiates in 

enamel, undermining its mechanical function and structural integrity. Little is known about the 

enamel demineralisation process caused by dental caries in terms of the microstructural changes and 

crystallography of the inorganic mineral phase. To improve the understanding of the carious lesion 

formation process and to help identify efficient treatments, the evolution of the microstructure at the 

nano-scale in an artificially induced enamel erosion region was probed using advanced synchrotron 

small-angle and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS). This is the first in vitro and time-

resolved investigation of enamel demineralisation using synchrotron X-ray techniques which allows 

in situ quantification of the microstructure evolution over time in a simulated carious lesion.  The 

analysis revealed that alongside the reduction of mineral volume, a heterogeneous evolution of 

hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystallites (in terms of size, preferred orientation and degree of alignment) 

could be observed. It was also found that the rate and direction of dissolution depends on the 

crystallographic orientation. Based on these findings, a novel conceptual view of the process is put 
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forward that describes the key structural parameters in establishing high fidelity ultrastructure-based 

numerical models for the simulation of the enamel demineralisation process.  

Keywords: Dental caries, dental demineralisation; Enamel; SAXS; WAXS; in situ analysis 

 

Significance  

Hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystallites in the enamel dissolve during dental caries although little is 

known about the structural-chemical relationships that control the dynamic demineralisation process. 

For the first time this work investigated the in situ evolution of nano-scale morphology and the 

spatial distribution of HAp crystallites in human enamel during demineralisation in simulated caries. 

Advanced synchrotron SAXS and WAXS techniques showed that the heterogeneous evolution of 

crystallites (size, preferred orientation and degree of alignment) could be attributed to a 

crystallographic-orientation-dependent anisotropic dissolution. Hence we propose a novel conceptual 

scheme to describe the demineralisation process. These findings appear to have important 

implications for understanding the detailed mechanisms of enamel demineralisation and provide 

insight into potential enamel remineralisation that could restore structural integrity and function. 

 

Graphical Abstract 
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1. Introduction 

Enamel is a highly mineralised and extremely hard tissue (96% inorganic content by weight) that 

covers the crown of teeth. The resistance to masticatory forces, thermal shocks and acids is conferred 

on the enamel by its intricate hierarchical two-level composite structure. The microstructural level is 

represented by a rod and inter-rod structure which in cross sections exhibits a keyhole-like 

appearance and the nano-scale by the organized and bundled needle-like hydroxyapatite (HAp) 

crystallites within each rod/inter-rod with the formula Ca10(PO4)6OH2. Owing to a greater organic 

component, crystallites in the inter-rod areas have a less aligned distribution than those in the rod 

areas [1, 2]. The length of the HAp crystallites has been reported to be from several tens of 

nanometres (40-50nm) [3] to even the entire thickness of the enamel layer [4].  Extraneous ions such 

as carbonate, fluoride, sodium and magnesium are often found to precipitate within the crystal 

structure [5].  

Enamel caries is a form of enamel destruction by demineralisation caused by acids 

(predominantly lactic acid) produced by cariogenic bacteria in dental plaque when anaerobically 

metabolising certain type of carbohydrates in the diet [6]. The enamel demineralisation i.e. diffusion 

of acid into enamel crystallites, depends on factors such as acid type, pH value of the solution [7], 

acid concentration, acid titration, and the duration of acid exposure [8]. Structural-chemical changes 

occurring in a low pH environment destroy the enamel surface by partial or complete dissolution of 

the HAp crystallites, resulting in the release of Ca
2+

 and HPO4
2–

 ions, the loosening of the micro-

/nano-structure of enamel, which in turn causes a loss of mechanical function, resulting in inaesthetic 

appearance and potentially leading to pain if the lesion extends into dentine. In natural early enamel 

carious lesions (i.e. with no evident cavity formation and clinically visible as ‘white spots’), four 

zones can be defined in bright filed microscopy sections. From the surface to the enamel depth these 

are the surface zone, the body of the lesion, the dark zone and the translucent zone [9]. In vitro 

artificial caries-like lesions can be generated by acidic buffers (for example, acetic acid or lactic acid 
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[10]). However, these may not necessarily produce the zones mentioned earlier, and could generate a 

steady gradient of dissolution from the enamel surface towards the bulk of the enamel [11]. 

Considerable efforts have been directed towards the study of natural and artificial carious lesions 

ex situ using conventional and advanced techniques, such as quantitative light-induced fluorescence 

[12], atomic force microscopy [13] and secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [14]. Synchrotron 

X-ray scattering techniques have been well established for spatially resolved 2D characterisation and 

quantification of dental tissue structures across the length scale. For example, small-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS) has been applied to investigate the structural changes, e.g. enamel pore formation 

[15] and preservation of the dentine collagen network [16] of carious lesions at the nano-scale, while 

wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) has been applied to characterise the crystallographic texture of 

HAp crystallites as well as the loss of the mineral mass in natural and artificial carious lesions [17, 

18].  

These observations have demonstrated important and characteristic changes in the structure of 

enamel caries, e.g. pore formation and crystallographic texture, however,  ex situ experiments are 

snapshots of a process  and hence provide incomplete information  of  the enamel caries progression. 

Few attempts have been made to study enamel demineralisation using  in situ methodologies [19, 20]. 

Most studies have been limited to the observation of mineral weight loss, without detailed spatial 

resolution or probing for underlying structural changes. Critical insights into the nature and time-

resolved evolution of the chemical reactions taking place during enamel demineralisation and the 

consequent micro- and nano-structural changes are therefore still lacking. To the authors’ best 

knowledge, the present study is the first investigation of enamel demineralisation using synchrotron 

X-ray techniques that provides an insight into the evolution of the ultrastructural changes with time, 

and suggests a preliminary model to describe enamel demineralisation.  

The motivation for this study was therefore to facilitate the quantitative analysis of the main 

parameters of the chemical reactions involved (e.g. acid front and dissolution rate) by in situ multi-
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scale characterisation of artificially induced enamel demineralisation. The synchrotron-based 

experimental approach combined two powerful X-ray scattering techniques (SAXS/WAXS) to 

provide a deeper insight into the structural changes at different length scales that occurred during 

enamel demineralisation, aiming to identify the necessary parameters for developing ultrastructure-

based models simulating structural evolution and its consequences (e.g. mechanical response) to help 

pave the way towards a more fundamental understanding of the caries disease process and any long-

term solution that could be developed. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1 Sample preparation 

A freshly extracted human third molar with no apparent damage, caries or other dental treatments 

was used for this study (ethical approval obtained from the National Research Ethics Committee; 

NHS-REC reference 09.H0405.33/ Consortium Reference BCHCDent332.1531.TB). Slices 

containing both dentine and enamel were cut to a thickness of 200µm using a low speed rotating 

diamond saw (Isomet, Buehler, UK). Samples were stored in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) until 

the synchrotron experiment was performed.  

 

2.2 In situ scattering measurements 

2.2.1 Enamel demineralisation setup 

In this study, lactic acid was chosen as the erosion inducing agent because it is a prominent 

product of cariogenic plaque linked to dental caries [6]. A 10% v/v lactic acid (pH 2.2, 100µL) 

solution was selected to simulate carious acid dissolution in Sample #1 to obtain a reasonable 

timescale for the synchrotron experiment. To monitor enamel demineralisation, the sectioned 

surfaces of the tooth slice were firstly covered with commercial nail varnish spiked with methylene 

blue dye powder (to aid visualisation), leaving only a single uncovered margin of enamel as a free 
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surface. Application of varnish had minimal influence on the scattering patterns generated by the 

human dental tissues when examined using X-ray scattering. Two pieces of Kapton sheets 

(DuPont™, USA) were then applied on the vanished surfaces, allowing a small funnel to be made 

with dental ribbon wax to contain the lactic acid. Dental ribbon wax was then applied to seal the 

opening between the sheets to prevent acid evaporation. Two tungsten rods were attached on the 

Kapton sheets using cyanoacrylate cement (Loctite
®
) and placed on a sample holder for further 

synchrotron examination.  

An attempt was made to assess the demineralisation of enamel using Sample #2 with 2% lactic 

acid (pH 2.2, 100µL) for 42.5h. However, this 5-fold reduction in acid concentration resulted in a 

considerably slower and smaller lesion formation for which the analysis beam size of 150μm would 

not have a resolution sufficient to generate reliable quantitative data (see Supplementary Material 

Figure S1). In spite of this undesirable outcome, qualitative data was collected showing the enamel 

dissolution was also induced in that experimental condition. 

 

2.2.2 SAXS/WAXS setup 

The experiment was performed at the B16 beamline at Diamond Light source (DLS, UK) using a 

monochromatic beam energy of 18keV defined by double-crystal Si (111) and spot size of 150μm 

×150μm. The region of interest (ROI) was firstly identified as 2.85mm×2.25mm with slits wide open 

using a sCMOS camera (Photonic Science Ltd. UK). The sample was repeatedly shifted in the x-y 

plane (see Fig. 2) to collect SAXS or WAXS maps. The spacing between each two measurement 

points was 150μm in both x- and y-axes, resulting in a total of 285 scattering patterns per map. The 

initial state of the dental enamel without acid exposure was examined by a SAXS map and the 

patterns were collected with a sample-to-detector distance of 6510mm with a Pilatus 300K detector 

(Dectris, Baden, Switzerland) and calibrated using dry chicken collagen as a non-crystalline 

diffraction standard [21]. WAXS patterns were then collected at a sample-to-detector distance of 
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110.320mm with an Image Star 9000 detector (Photonic Science Ltd., UK), calibrated using 

compacted disks of standard silicon powder (NIST SRM640d). Once the preliminary SAXS and 

WAXS maps were completed, lactic acid was injected into the funnel constructed on the free enamel 

surface. Loops of SAXS maps followed by the WAXS maps were programmed using a script to run 

continuously for ~40h. 13 maps of SAXS/WAXS were acquired, one every 3h. The dose has been 

calculated as 63.35Gv, due to the relatively low flux in the bending magnets beamline. Therefore, the 

irradiation effect could be neglected. 

<<Fig. 1>> 

 

2.3 SAXS/WAXS data interpretation  

2.3.1 SAXS data interpretation 

The quantitative interpretation of SAXS data provides information of scattering objects at their 

nano-scale domains, e.g. smallest crystalline dimension, orientation and degree of alignment of the 

nano-crystallites. 2D SAXS patterns (arising from the electron density contrast at the nano-scale) 

were pre-processed and converted into 1D intensity profiles, which in this study indicated the nano-

scale changes occurring at the scattering objects over the acid induced demineralisation. The 

preferred orientation (0) with the degree of alignment () and smallest crystalline dimension (T) of 

the HAp crystallites were determined from 1D profiles.  

To quantify the spatial arrangement of HAp crystallites (0 and ) in the x-y plane of the sample, 

the 2D SAXS patterns were processed by integrating scattering vector (q), resulting in a 1D profile 

of I(), where 0 was determined by the two peak positions of I().  was calculated by the ratio of 

the peak areas of I() to the overall intensity [22, 23]. To quantify the smallest crystalline dimension, 

the 2D SAXS patterns were processed by integrating the azimuthal angle (), resulting in I(q) vs. q 

plot (see Supplementary Material Figure S2 (a)) [24-26]. T is defined as the Porod chord length 

based on Porod’s law, valid in a two-phase system, which represents the total surface area of the 
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particles per unit volume, i.e. the average thickness: T=(4/π)(Q/P), where Q is the integrated area of 

the I(q)×q
2
 vs. q plot (see Supplementary Material Figure S2 (b)) at q range (0.019769nm

-1
- 

0.141278nm
-1

). P is the Porod constant given by I(q)=P/q
4
 + B, where P and the constant 

background B can be determined from I(q)×q
4
 vs. q

4
 plot (see Supplementary Material Figure S2 (c)) 

at large q range (0.141278nm
-1

- 0.184474nm
-1

). Note that the volume fraction is not considered in 

the smallest crystalline dimension calculation as it changes during the demineralisation process. The 

data analysis was conducted in accordance with previous studies on human dentine and enamel using 

synchrotron SAXS and WAXS techniques [27-29].  

 

2.3.2 WAXS data interpretation 

Quantitative analysis of WAXS data gives insights into characteristic information related to the 

crystalline structure, e.g. the amount, d spacing between the lattice planes and size of crystals in the 

gauged volume. Similar to the pre-processing of 2D SAXS patterns, the 2D WAXS patterns were 

firstly converted into 1D intensity profiles for further interpretation, however the interpretation of the 

1D profiles follows Bragg’s law, which was different from the SAXS data interpretation. The (002) 

Bragg peak, which represents the orientation of the scattering vector along the hexagonal c-axis of 

HAp crystallites (CIF file 1011242), has been frequently chosen for the analysis of human dental 

tissues, as the overall diffraction from the (002) family of lattice planes is the most distinct [30, 31].  

In this work, the intensity of the (002) peak (I002) was extracted and the peak centre position was 

analysed to reveal the spatial variation of the d002-spacing and its evolution over time. The width of 

the (002) peak was used to determine the crystalline length 𝐿 by applying the Scherrer equation: 

𝐿 =
𝑘𝜆

𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
, where k is a constant close to unity, 𝜆 is wavelength, B is full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of (002) peak and 𝜃 is the half scattering angle of the (002) peak [32].  

 

3. Results 
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The snapshots of 2D mappings of SAXS/WAXS results of Sample #1 at different stages of 

reaction provided a general qualitative understanding of the spatial variation and evolution of the 

underlying structure to the acid exposure. A line profile from column 9 of each 2D map of sample #1 

was selected to illustrate detailed quantitative information of SAXS total intensity over the whole q 

range, WAXS (002) peak intensity, average nano-crystalline length and thickness, preferred 

orientation and degree of alignment of HAp crystallites. Column 9 is a representative line that covers 

the acid contact surface into the unaffected regions of the enamel and no dependency of the 

measurement results on the line position was found. This typically covered a region from the free 

enamel surface in contact with the acid down to the base of the sample (dentine). In addition, the 

chemical dissolution rate was quantified by comparing the 1D profile at 3h and 36h. The initial state 

(0h) was not used as there were likely small movements of the sample during the addition of the acid.    

 

3.1 SAXS  

3.1.1 SAXS total intensity 

The 2D mapping of SAXS total intensity profiles after 3, 18 and 36h are shown in Figure 2a. The 

SAXS total intensity was found to be quite uniform throughout the sample during the early stages 

(3h) and became increasingly prominent around the contact region during later stages (18 and 36h), 

as depicted by the yellow to red areas in Figure 2. SAXS pattern intensity depends on the difference 

of the electron density between the intact HAp crystallites and the surrounding media. The enhanced 

intensity apparently revealed that the acid attack increased the electron density contrast [33]. As the q 

range has covered features from ~34nm to ~318nm, which could have been well above the putative 

pore size, the surrounding media could have contained dissolved crystallites as well as the increased 

number of pores.  

The 1D spatial variation of the SAXS total intensity across the sample (column 9, marked by a 

white dashed line in Figure 2a) and its evolution with respect to the reaction time is illustrated in 
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Figure 2b. The 0µm location was at the free enamel surface, where the enamel contacted the acid. An 

increasingly pronounced peak with time can be seen at around 200 to 400µm enamel depth. Note that 

the peak centre shifts from ~200µm into the deeper bulk up to ~300µm, indicating the advance of the 

dissolution front into the depth of the enamel. The deepest regions appeared to remain relatively 

unaffected after 36h of acid exposure. Figure 2c plots the SAXS total intensity at the first (3h) and 

last stage (36h) to provide a clear comparison of the intensity difference before and after acid contact. 

The peak centre positions were quantified by Gaussian function fitting and were found to be 150µm 

for Sample #1 at 3h, and 315µm for Sample #1 at 36h. The dissolution rate was then calculated from 

the peak centre position shift rate, which was 5µm/h for 10% lactic acid (100µL) at this pH value 

(2.2).  

<<Fig. 2>> 

 

3.1.2 HAp smallest crystalline dimension 

The 2D maps in Figure 3a show the spatial distribution of the smallest crystalline dimension of 

the nano-domain structures, i.e. the HAp crystallites in enamel. Initially the smallest crystalline 

dimension was larger (>20nm) close to the free enamel surface (dark red area in Figure 3a) and 

decreased towards the dentine-enamel junction (DEJ, as shown in black dashed lines in Figures 1-7) 

(~10nm). The layer containing HAp crystallites with the smallest crystalline dimension gradually 

disappeared after exposure to acid, as a result of crystallite demineralisation. This process appeared 

to be very rapid at the early stage, compared with the intensity variation shown in Figure 2a, while 

no significant changes could be observed between 18h and 36h. Such a trend was also seen in the 1D 

profile along the black dashed line (same position as the white dashed line in Figure 2a) shown in 

Figure 3b. A dramatic decrease of the smallest crystalline dimension occurred only during the first 

6h of acid exposure which stabilised after 6h. Similar to Figure 2c, the difference between the 

smallest crystalline dimension of HAp in Sample #1 at 3h and 36h is shown in Figure 3c. Apart from 
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the significant drop of the smallest crystalline dimension (~25%) at ~300µm enamel depth, another 

interesting feature was that the smallest crystalline dimension increased ~600µm away from the 

enamel free surface.  

<<Fig. 3>> 

 

 

3.1.3 HAp crystalline orientation and degree of alignment 

Figure 4a presents 2D maps of the spatial variation of the crystalline orientation (represented by 

the vector direction), the in-plane degree of alignment (represented by the vector length) and their 

evolution with time of acid exposure. Crystallites with pronounced degrees of alignment were 

observed to orient roughly perpendicular to the DEJ. To elucidate the demineralisation process, the 

results at 3h, 18h and 36h are also shown in Figure 4a. Note that the initial low degree of alignment 

close to the enamel free surface (see the map at 3h) appeared to gradually increase with the time of 

acid exposure, i.e. the HAp crystallites gradually became aligned.  

1D profiles of the evolution of the degree of alignment (length of the vectors in Figure 4a) at 

column 9 are presented in Figure 4b. In contrast with the rapid change of the smallest crystalline 

dimension shown in Figure 3b, the degree of alignment indicated a slower evolution with time. The 

1D profiles at 3h and 36h are compared in Figure 4c. A significant increase in the degree of 

alignment could be seen at ~200µm enamel depth while a decrease in the degree of alignment was 

observed between 400-700µm depth. Note that Figure 3c showed the smallest crystalline dimension 

increased at ~200-400µm enamel depth, but decreased at ~500-800µm enamel depth.  

<<Fig. 4>> 

 

3.2 WAXS  

3.2.1 WAXS (002) peak intensity 
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2D maps of WAXS (002) peak intensity at different stages are shown in Figure 5a, but no clear 

trend could be seen, except that the width of the peak intensity (dark red area) appeared to gradually 

shrink. This was confirmed in the 1D intensity profile plot (Figure 5b) along the black dashed line in 

Figure 5a, where only minor decreases at different times were observed. Figure 5c compares the 

results at 3h and 36h, showing a visible peak narrowing with a drop of intensity from the free enamel 

surface to ~600-800µm enamel depth. The weakened intensity revealed that the acid exposure 

decreased the volume of HAp crystallites during the demineralisation.  

<<Fig. 5>> 

 

3.2.2 HAp crystallites d002-spacing 

Figure 6a depicts the 2D maps of the spatial variation of the d002-spacing of the crystallites and 

their evolution with time. In the 2D maps, the d002-spacing gradually decreased with time close to the 

free enamel surface, but increased to the deeper enamel, which is confirmed in the 1D profile plots in 

Figure 6b. The gradual reduction of d002-spacing close to the free enamel surface of the sample up to 

~200µm enamel depth was likely to be associated with the lattice defects or disorder due to the 

chemical attack [34].  

<<Fig. 6>> 

 

3.2.3 HAp crystalline length  

Figure 7a illustrates the 2D map of the spatial distribution of the HAp crystalline length and its 

evolution with time. A decrease of the crystalline length with time was observed, in particular at the 

region close to the free enamel surface. The trend in the 1D profile plots shown in Figures 7b and c is 

similar to that in Figure 6b and c, where the decrease of the HAp crystalline length only occurred 

close to the free enamel surface, up to ~200µm depth. Note that such decrease in the characteristic 
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length may be further correlated with the reduction of the smallest crystalline dimension as revealed 

in Figure 3, at the same regions.  

<<Fig. 7>> 

 

4. Discussion 

In this work, both SAXS and WAXS measurements have provided a number of indicators that 

reflect the mineral loss in the artificially induced enamel demineralisation process. From SAXS 

observations, both the degree and rate of mineral demineralisation can be qualitatively traced by the 

change of the peak intensity value and the peak centre position in SAXS total intensity profiles 

(Figure 2). However, the heterogeneous change in preferred orientation shown in Figure 4 seemed to 

show the crystalline orientation-dependent demineralisation process, with more severe changes 

occurring just beneath the free enamel surface (Figure 4a). This indicated that this method reliably 

mimicked in vivo conditions, which allowed a subsurface lesion to form similar to those observed in 

natural enamel carious lesions [18]. In addition, the demineralisation process in our study appeared 

to be quite non-linear (both in time-scale and also depth-direction), compared with the close-to-linear 

mineral loss of enamel demineralisation with time along the dissolution direction shown by Cheng et 

al [13]. Such a dynamic process would not be revealed by ex situ scanning of the lesions. Once the 

dynamic process reaches an equilibrium state, the overall orientation and anisotropy of the SAXS 

signal would remain unaltered throughout the lesion, as previously observed in natural carious 

lesions [15]. Note that the natural carious lesions in that study showed no visible orientation changes 

[15], perhaps because  3D diffusion occurred in the complex oral environment. One hypothesis for 

the observed trend was that the anisotropic dissolution depended on the contact surface area between 

the crystallites and the acid as it travels from surface to depth. Crystallites perpendicular to the 

dissolution direction would dissolve faster, eventually leaving crystallites with preferable orientation 

along the dissolution direction. As a consequence, determination of the actual dissolution rate must 
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depend on the crystalline orientation. Furthermore, another feature, the smallest crystalline 

dimension, appeared to show the opposite trend to the degree of alignment (Figure 3&4). Near the 

enamel free surface, crystallites with orientation other than the preferred orientation were dissolved 

by the acid, resulting in the decrease in the smallest crystalline dimension (Figure 3) and an increase 

in the degree of alignment (Figure 4). However, in the deeper enamel, re-precipitation of the 

dissolved calcium and phosphate is possible to have occurred following a process called 

‘remineralisation’ when the environmental pH gradually recovered [35, 36], consequentially 

increasing the smallest crystalline dimension but decreasing the degree of alignment. The exhibited 

gradual evolution of the degree of alignment throughout the period compared with the rapid change 

of the smallest crystalline dimension (Figures 3b &4b) may be an indication that the changes of 

degree of alignment is more sensitive to remineralisation.  

From the WAXS observations, firstly, crystalline length (Figure 7) seemed to show that the 

highest mineral loss occurred at the free enamel surface. This was also the conclusion drawn from 

the ex situ observations of artificially demineralised enamel, where a decrease in mineral mass 

(~10%) was observed at the free surface, which was the direct site of acid attack [17]. However, the 

enamel surface to ~ 600µm was structurally impaired as the WAXS (002) peak intensity (Figure 5) 

demonstrated a significant uniform mineral loss from the free enamel surface to the deeper enamel 

(~600µm). In contrast, a small spatially uniform increase of the d002-spacing position was observed 

in artificially demineralised enamel, with no significant variation detected with distance from the free 

enamel surface to the deeper enamel. Secondly, the value of the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM), as related to the inverse of the crystalline length, exhibited a significant increase which  

was independent of the depth away from the free enamel surface [17]. Both of the aforementioned 

morphological discrepancies could be attributed to the different setups of the enamel sample 

dissolution direction (in our case, the acid was delivered from the free enamel surface into the depth 

towards the DEJ). This allowed monitoring the dissolution front and set up representative conditions 
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for investigating the consequences of the dissolution reaction. In most artificial demineralisation 

studies, however, the dental slices have been entirely covered in acids [17], but this would have 

caused difficulties in quantifying the dissolution direction and rate. It is noted that different acid 

types used in various studies lead to dissolving different components in the enamel [37]. It is clear 

nevertheless that the most significant factor controlling the demineralisation of dental enamel is the 

pH value (must be <4.5 [38]) and titration, whilst the acid concentration only affects the dissolution 

rate.  

<<Fig. 9>> 

 

Combining the observations reported, qualitative and quantitative analysis from Figures 2 to 7, a 

schematic representation of the observed in situ evolution of dental demineralisation under acid 

exposure is illustrated in Figure 8. Horizontally, from left to right, the diagram illustrates the 

structural evolution with time at a given depth from the free enamel surface, while vertically 

characterising the structural evolution with distance from the free enamel surface (direct acid 

exposure site) for a given exposure time. Each box in the diagram represents a given region in 

enamel within a given distance from the surface (distance is represented in the vertical axis). The red 

arrows indicate the direction of dissolution, SAXS total intensity (width of the arrows) and width of 

the SAXS total intensity peak (length of the arrows). A bundle of HAp crystallites exists in each box 

(depicted by the bars with different orientations). The two main morphological changes observed 

during demineralisation, i.e. crystalline length and smallest crystalline dimension, are represented by 

the variation in the length of the bars and the colour of the boxes. Short orange bars arose during the 

later demineralisation stages and represented the re-precipitation process.  

In the oral environment, demineralisation and remineralisation might occur simultaneously or 

alternately [39]. The study presented here wasfocused on the demineralisation dynamics and the 

diagram provides an overview of the spatially and time-based structural changes in enamel subject to 
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the acid dissolution. The model may assist in understanding the mechanisms involved in the 

demineralisation process in enamel. Future work monitoring the complex dynamic process that 

involves both demineralisation and remineralisation will be explored by considering generating an 

artificial oral environment instead of using simple demineralising and remineralising solutions.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Advanced small angle and wide angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS) techniques have been 

applied to human dental enamel to characterise the in situ evolution of the microstructure during the 

chemical reaction that mimics the natural demineralisation process. The dissolution rate (5m/h) was 

estimated from the time-resolved evolution of the SAXS total intensity peak centre position. Overall, 

the hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystallites were dissolved as the experiment proceeded, but the 

heterogeneity of itsevolution was observed with a reduced smallest crystalline dimension and an 

enhanced degree of alignment at the free enamel surface. Such heterogeneous evolution (size, 

preferred orientation and degree of alignment of HAp crystallites)  could be attributed to an 

anisotropic dissolution dependent on crystalline orientation, i.e. preferential rod or inter-rod 

demineralisation. These experiments are likely to contribute to the understanding of the caries 

process and assist in developing effective therapeutic treatments to promote affected dental tissues to 

regain structural integrity. 
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Figure captions: 

 
 
Figure 1. Diagram of the in situ experimental set up. Two Kapton sheets were applied on the cutting surfaces 

of a varnished tooth slice and a funnel was made with dental ribbon wax to hold 10% v/v lactic acid, which 

was applied at the enamel free surface. The monochromatic X-ray beam was collimated by slits and oriented 

perpendicular to the sample surface. A sCMOS camera was used to ensure that the beam was illuminating the 

central position of enamel. WAXS diffraction patterns were recorded at each detection time. After each 

WAXS pattern was collected, the WAXS detector was laterally translated out of the beam to expose the 

SAXS detector to collect SAXS patterns. 
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(a) 

      
(b)                                                                           (c) 

Figure 2. SAXS total intensity plots (arbitrary units). (a) Selected 2D maps at 3h, 18h and 36h (arbitrary units); 

Column 9 position (marked by the vertical white dashed line at 36h) is further selected for 1D profile plot; 

DEJ is marked by black dashed line; (b) Detailed spatial 1D evolution of the intensity with time period from 

3h to 36h; (c) Comparison of the 1D profiles at early stage (3h) and later stage (36h). 
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(a) 

 
(b)                                                                   (c) 

Figure 3. SAXS smallest crystalline dimension plots (unit: nm). (a) Selected 2D maps at 3h, 18h and 36h (unit: 

nm); the black dashed line at 36h marks the same position as shown in Figure 3b for quantitative 1D profile 

plot; DEJ is marked by black dashed line; (b) Detailed spatial 1D evolution of smallest crystalline dimension 

with time period from 3h to 36h; (c) Comparison of the 1D profiles at early stage (3h) and later stage (36h). 
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(a) 

 
(b)                                                                   (c) 

Figure 4. SAXS crystalline preferred orientation and degree of alignment plots. (a) Selected 2D maps at 0h, 3h, 

6h, 12h, 18h and 36h; the bar orientation at each position is the preferred orientation while the length of the 

bar represents degree of alignment. DEJ is marked by black dashed line. There are visible changes of the 

preferred orientation and degree of alignment in the central region of the diagrams with time varying between 

the 3h, 6h and 18h. Column 9 was chosen to generate 1D profile plots; (b) Detailed 1D representation of the 

spatial variation of degree of alignment with time from 3h to 36h. (c) Comparison of the 1D profiles between 

an early stage (3h) and a later stage (36h). 
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(a) 

 
(b)                                                                         (c) 

Figure 5. WAXS (002) peak intensity plots (arbitrary units). (a) Selected 2D maps at 3h, 18h and 36h (unit: 

a.u.); the black dashed line at 36h marks the position for 1D profile plot; DEJ is marked by black dashed line; 

(b) Detailed spatial 1D evolution of intensity with time from 3h to 36h; (c) Comparison of the 1D profiles at 

early stage (3h) and later stage (36h). 
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(a) 

 
(b)                                                                       (c) 

Figure 6. WAXS d002-spacing plots (unit: Ångstrom). (a) Selected 2D maps at 3h, 18h and 36h (unit: 

angstrom); the black dashed line at 36h marks the position for 1D profile plot; DEJ is marked by black dashed 

line; (b) Detailed spatial 1D evolution of d002-spacing with time from 3h to 36h (error<1E-03); (c) Comparison 

of the 1D profiles at early stage (3h) and later stage (36h). 
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(a) 

 
(b)                                                                                  (c) 

Figure 7. WAXS crystalline length plots (unit: nm). (a) Selected 2D maps at 3h, 18h and 36h (unit: nm); the 

black dashed line at 36h marks the position for 1D profile plot; DEJ is marked by black dashed line; (b) 

Detailed spatial 1D evolution of crystalline length with time from 3h to 36h (error<5E-2nm); (c) Comparison 

of the 1D profiles at early stage (3h) and later stage (36h). 
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the correlation between the time-resolved evolution process of HAp 

crystallites demineralisation and the collected SAXS/WAXS information of the dental enamel subject to acid 

exposure. The red arrow has three features: the direction depicts the dissolution direction; the width represents 

the magnitude of SAXS total intensity (see Figure 2); the length shows the width of the SAXS total intensity 

peak (Figure 2). The colour bar of the boxes represents the smallest crystalline dimension measured by SAXS 

(see Figure 3). The bars in each box represent the HAp crystallites, with the geometric features of length 

obtained by WAXS (see Figure 7) and preferred orientation obtained by SAXS (see Figure 4). Bars with other 

orientations are added to reflect the degree of alignment (Figure 4), with the ones marked in yellow depicting 

the crystallites to be dissolved at the next stage. The short orange bars appeared at 400 µm enamel depth 

dictates the re-precipitation on HAp crystallites.  
 

 

 


